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Steel Raw Materials (SRM) Index
declines as iron ore prices are afflicted
by market uncertainty
Downbeat sentiment in the Chinese steel market negatively afffected iron ore
benchmarks over the past week. MBR understands that downstream steel
demand turned out to be weaker than expected at the beginning of the
year, with the repeal of the sales tax rebate causing more steel purchasing
uncertainty than expected. However, steel producers’ decision to lower
billet prices so sharply, after a drop by RMB180/tonne so far this year, though
designed to stimulate enquiries, may have the opposite efffect as mill
discounts often do. At the same time, adequate seaborne supplies have
also added to pressure on iron ore prices. It is noticeable that exports from
mainstream suppliers all increased in December and more rapidly than usual.

Neg
eg
gative market sentiment increases
the scope for further downside risk to
prices in the immediate term
Published by

In association with

China’s iron ore inventories at major ports hit an 11-month low of 99.85 Mt as
of 9th January. Indeed, mills have been drawing down port stocks but they
are not desperate to secure new cargoes of seaborne material due
to the sheer ample supply at major ports. Unlike last week, when Chinese
buyers complained about tight supply of certain high-grade iron ore, this
week there was little tightness recorded. Downbeat sentiment in the Chinese
steel market and falling futures prices of steel and iron ore is dampening
mood in the iron ore market too, and could place more downside risks on
prices in the coming week.
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In this whitepaper Metal Bulletin Research (MBR) provides an in-depth analysis of current iron
ore market dynamics, and examines whether port stock levels have any further to fall.

How far will Chinese port
stocks of iron ore fall?

The analysis and forecasts in this whitepaper are an example of just some of the content that is
covered in MBR’s Steel Raw Materials Weekly Market Tracker, a regular service providing timely,
independent market analysis and price forecasts for the steel raw materials industry, covering
iron ore, scrap, pig iron, DRI/HBI, coking coal, coke and freight markets.
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Metal Bulletin Research (MBR) provides an in-depth
analysis of current iron ore market dynamics, and
examines whether port stock levels have any further
to fall.

Indeed, on a year-on-year basis, real demand for iron ore in
China, in the form of pig iron production, fell by 2.5% during
the first four months of 2015, according to official estimates
from the country’s National Bureau of Statistics (NBS).

Earlier this year, iron ore prices were in rapid retreat, thanks
to a combination of weak demand, still-high stocks of iron
ore (at least at Chinese ports), and rising iron ore import
volumes (especially from Australia).

Over the same period, however, iron ore import volumes
rose, albeit by only 0.7% overall. This was driven by
substantial increases in Australian supply, which offset
erosion from almost everywhere else except Brazil.
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As expected, rising Australian supply volumes have come at the expense of domestic material within China, with Chinese
production of iron ore falling by 11.8% on a run-of-mine basis.
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The steady erosion in domestic production began to
affect inventories in China from the end of March.
Indeed, port inventories have declined markedly since
then, falling by 13.4% to stand at 86.7 million tonnes
in the week ending Friday May 22 this year, according
to data provided by Steel Home.

Looking forward, however, MBR expects that Chinese port
stock levels are unlikely to fall much farther, owing partly to
the deteriorating profitability of steelmakers, and to
seasonally slack downstream steel demand, which will
prompt some mills to scale back their output and their
underlying consumption of iron ore.

More pertinently, falling port stock levels have coincided
with a rebound in Metal Bulletin’s China-origin 62% Fe iron
ore import index, on a per tonne cfr Qingdao basis, which
found a floor in early April – at least, temporarily.

It is clear to MBR that the supply-side response to falling iron
ore prices earlier this year, especially within China, would
not have been able to support prices without a noticeable
revival in demand.

MBR understands that some traders deliberately held back a
certain amount of port stocks, given that these volumes had
been bought at relatively high prices prior to a further
collapse in benchmarks.

Since the seasonal low point in February, during the Spring
Festival, iron ore demand in China has been surging and,
while pig iron production may still lag behind the levels
recorded at the corresponding time last year, we estimate
that volumes will have fully recovered by May, in line with
the pattern seen in crude steel.

More recently, however, the recent rebound in iron ore
prices above $60 per tonne has triggered a spate of sales
from these dormant volumes.
Metal Bulletin’s Iron Ore Index for 62% Fe material climbed
in May for the first month in almost a year, prompting some
traders to liquidate a portion of their inventories at Chinese
ports. But there remains a substantial proportion of material
that, if sold, would crystallise into a substantial loss.
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While Chinese mills’ strategy of maintaining lean steel raw
materials inventories through 2014 and early 2015 proved
effective in freeing capital, many steel producers have left
themselves exposed to the effective rebound in iron ore prices.

However, MBR expects that crude steel production cuts,
whether driven by comparatively slack market fundamentals
downstream or by maintenance programmes, will emerge
from the middle of June at the earliest.
We believe that some steel producers will bring forward their
third-quarter maintenance programmes, given the recent
deterioration in financial performance.
More pertinently, we estimate that some Chinese steel mills will
suffer further financial anguish once their inventories of relatively
low-priced iron ore, purchased in April, are exhausted.
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At the same time, we believe that some local and overseas
mines will be encouraged to increase output to benefit from
the recent recovery in iron ore benchmarks – potentially
exacerbating the availability of material in China.

committed to a year-end production run-rate of 14-15
million tpy.
MBR estimates that steel producers in eastern China are
registering average losses of 150 yuan per tonne for rebar,
while mills in the north of the country are making larger
losses, as much as 200 yuan per tonne.

Content from Metal Bulletin Research’s Steel
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Australia’s Atlas Iron is a prime example of this, given that in
May the company cancelled plans to completely suspend
production. In fact, it has now announced that it remains
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Rebar margin, Eastern China, Nov 2013-Mar 2015 (yuan per tonne)
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That said, we understand that the flat products market has
enjoyed healthier margins, but even these are quickly
deteriorating, given that production growth in flat products
has greatly exceeded long products growth so far this year.

Content from Metal Bulletin Research’s Steel
Raw Materials Weekly Market Tracker

In fact, MBR believes that Chinese finished steel consumption
has already peaked for this year.
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China’s fixed asset investments, which include all
infrastructure and property construction, grew at 12% for the
cumulative period of January-April this year, compared with
a 13.5% growth seen in the cumulative period of JanuaryMarch.
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This was the slowest pace of growth in history (see chart,
above), while the cumulative growth of property investment
showed a sharper slowdown at 6% for the same period,
also a record low. And although data on home sales and
prices appeared to be encouraging in April, they do not
translate into steel demand.
Meanwhile, the People’s Bank of China has lowered the
interest rate and bank reserve requirement ratio twice over
the past five months. These actions have been viewed by the
financial market as a government plan to arrest an economic
slowdown that could be sharper than expected.
There is usually a six- to twelve-month lag between
loosening monetary policy and seeing demonstrable results
in end-user demand for steel, in either construction or
manufacturing industries, so we do not expect demand
growth to accelerate before next year.

Similarly, credit constraints for local steelmakers remain
relatively stringent, because many Chinese banks have been
reluctant to extent credit lines to a loss-making industry that
has experienced a substantial contraction in domestic
downstream demand this year.
The iron ore market is set to witness more downside risks to
prices from next month, mainly from the demand side,
which will inevitably affect the levels of port inventories.
MBR expects that port inventories will not fall below 80
million tonnes in June before they stabilise. How much they
may increase from that level will depend on the effects of
seasonal changes in demand, but MBR is aware that both
steelmakers and traders will become extremely cautious
about new bookings if levels of demand decline as
expected.
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Ginger Ding joined Metal Bulletin Research (MBR) in 2014 as an
industry analyst, focusing on steelmaking raw materials, with
specialty in China related markets.
She’s one of the contributors of MBR’s weekly publications on
Steel Raw Materials and monthly publications on Steel Scrap
and Metallics Forecaster.
Prior to joining MBR, she worked the previous five years as a senior reporter and analyst at
Metal Bulletin’s editorial team. She has a broad understanding of the steel industry chain,
especially from the raw materials perspective.
As such, she has extensive knowledge of the supply and demand of key raw materials, such
as iron ore, coking coal, and scrap.

Have a question about the iron ore market?
Email gding@metalbulletinresearch.com
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The content in this whitepaper is just an example of what is covered in MBR’s Steel Raw
Materials Weekly Market Tracker, a regular service providing timely, independent market analysis
and price forecasts for the steel raw materials industry, covering iron ore, scrap, pig iron, DRI/HBI,
coking coal, coke and freight markets. Image of the tracker.

Download a sample here
With a subscription to MBR’s Steel Raw Materials Market Tracker you will receive:

l A weekly 16-page report - giving you the very latest weekly
and monthly average global market quotations for key iron
ore, coking coal, scrap and alternative metallics prices, plus
detailed analysis per major raw material market of pricing
developments and their supply/demand fundamentals.

l Additional data downloadable into excel - including price
forecast and trade data for your own analysis.
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l Free consultations with MBR’s expert forecasting team –
you will be able to discuss the market and MBR’s forecasts,
test assumptions and receive additional insight relevant to
your specific needs.
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China’s iron ore inventories at major ports hit an 11-month low of 99.85 Mt as
of 9th January. Indeed, mills have been drawing down port stocks but they
are not desperate to secure new cargoes of seaborne material due
to the sheer ample supply at major ports. Unlike last week, when Chinese
buyers complained about tight supply of certain high-grade iron ore, this
week there was little tightness recorded. Downbeat sentiment in the Chinese
steel market and falling futures prices of steel and iron ore is dampening
mood in the iron ore market too, and could place more downside risks on
prices in the coming week.
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